TOURNAMENT OPTIONS
Savitar manages the Lacoste Junior Team Tennis League (JTT).
JTT runs various tournaments throughout the year played at
various locations. These tournaments are open to all students
Singapore wide (Both SAS and non SAS)

LACOSTE JUNIOR TEAM TENNIS LEAGUE: (8-17yrs)
Team tennis competition for junior tennis players of all ages. It
provides players with valuable singles and doubles match play
opportunities as well as to be a part of a team.You may enter
with a team or as an individual or we can place you on a team.
There are U10, U12, U14, U17, each with an A and B division to
cater to all levels. There are two seasons per year, each running
for 7 weeks. Season 1 is played March-May and Season 2 is
September - November, with on average 80 teams and 550
participants.

JTTL MASTERS (8-17YRS):
At the end of each season JTT runs a singles tournament for all
players that have competed in the JTTL. This is during school
holidays or weekends.

JTT MINI: (5-8YRS)
JTT Mini is a fun morning of tennis for all young tennis
enthusiasts, ages 5 years to 8 years old. It is designed to ensure
their first experience of tennis competition is positive. It
encourages a higher success at serving and rallying by using
bigger, slower, softer balls and smaller courts. JTT Mini is an
action packed 2.5 hours of round robin singles matches, fast
moving, with easy scoring, different opponents, and a focus on
fun. There are 2 tournaments per JTTL seasons, with 4
tournaments in total per year. Last season we had over 40
players per tournament.

For more information on JTTL, JTT Mini and to
enter please visit www.savitar.sg click junior team
tennis or click here.
STA: SINGAPORE TENNIS ASSOCIATION
STA is the governing body of tennis in Singapore. They hold
3-4 junior tournaments throughout the year called “Spex”.
These are played during local school holidays and are
therefore during school time, offering singles and
doubles knock out tournaments.
For our U19 students you could also play the intermediate or
open tournaments that are played in the evenings and
weekends. For more information please go to the STA website:
www.singtennis.org.sg
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